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Publishable Summary
This document reports on the activities carried out by WP8 in months M25-M30 of the
project. During this period, work focused mainly on the preparation and appropriate
tuning of the production environment for hosting the OMTD platform. This effort was
twofold: (a) to implement and deploy the OMTD Workflow Backend architecture
(reported and analyzed in D6.8) and (b) the exploitation of a new physical infrastructure
that GRNET has installed in order to support cloud applications.
The OMTD Workflow Backend comprises the necessary services and computing resources
needed in order to facilitate the execution of TDM workflows on the ~okeanos cloud.
These services include the Galaxy execution and editor instances, the Apache Chronos
scheduler, the Apache Mesos resource manager, the Docker engine and the private Docker
Registry. These services have been deployed on top of the core ~okeanos service such as
Cyclades (VM management) and Pithos+ (Object Storage management) and have been
successfully integrated in order to offer a seamless workflow execution environment that
allows the execution of Docker-based containerized TDM applications.
One of the issues that we have had to deal with within WP8 since the beginning of the
project was the aging and oversubscription of the physical infrastructure that was used to
run ~okeanos cloud. This infrastructure was based on 2010 server technology, and
although it was sufficient for testing and development purposes, it fell short in the case
of production deployments where non-functional requirements like performance and
responsiveness are crucial for offering a successful end-user experience. This was an issue
that was also raised during the first informal review of the project and since then it has
been at the top of the agenda of WP8. During the reporting period, a new ~okeanosknossos instance was installed across a state-of-the-art physical infrastructure located in
a new GRNET datacenter at Knossos, Crete. We were one of the first users to allocate
resources from this new instance with the goal of supporting increasing OpenMinTeD
requirements. This new instance is already used to deploy and manage the production
Workflow Backend deployment which will be exploited in the context of the project’s two
Open Calls for resource providers and developers respectively.
Finally, on the maintenance and provisioning task, the operation of the cloud
infrastructure continued without any major issues. The upgrade of ~okeanos-knossos to
v0.20 of the Synnefo software was seamless.

1. Introduction
WP8 “Maintenance and Operations” is the activity responsible for the establishment and
provision of cloud computing infrastructure and the relevant supported services, in order
to satisfy the computing demands of OpenMinTeD. WP8 is a key activity of the project
since it provides the computing platform where OpenMinTeD’s architecture is
materialized and as such this is where the various services live, applications run and data
resides.
During the reported period of work (M26-M30) the activity mainly focused on optimizing
and maintaining the software stack to support the workflow execution on the cloud. A
long-awaited new datacenter induction has finally happened during the reporting period,
resulting in more powerful and faster VMs provisioned for the OMTD production platform.
Since development and deployment decisions have come to a stable conclusion, WP8 has
since then been supporting and provisioning the cloud infrastructure and fine-tuning the
capabilities of this infrastructure responding to project-specific requirements.
The structure of this report is as follows: Section 2 details the evolution of the supplied
IaaS whereas Section 3 recaps the operation status and activities that took place during
the previous period. Section 4 concludes with a short summary of the achievements and
the planned work for the final months of the project.

2. Evolution of the cloud infrastructure
2.1

Induction of new physical infrastructure

A new datacenter was put into production during the past months, hosted in Crete island,
in the Knossos area outside Heraklion city. The new data center has considerably upgraded
the provisioning capabilities of the ~okeanos service. It hosts state of the art servers and
storage which provide better performance and larger capacity to end user services. A new
~okeanos instance has been deployed and put into production, named ~okeanos Knossos,
accessible over the web at https://okeanos-knossos.grnet.gr. More information on which
components of the OMTD platform are hosted in the new instance are detailed in Section
3.1.2.

Figure 1 - The new ~okeanos-knossos service landing page

2.2

Galaxy integration with Pithos+ and Chronos

Standard and obvious security policies have been applied during the last months. In
specific, the Chronos service is now secured with SSL and credential protection and Galaxy
uses these credentials to connect. Also, the Chronos host was merged with the Mesos
host, which resulted in a simple, secure and fast setup.
In the previous deployment of the system, new TDM tools had to be manually added to
Galaxy. What’s more, in order to utilize the cluster, Galaxy administrators had to explicitly
declare on which cluster each tool would be executed. In the current deployment, both
operations are now automated. Specifically, Galaxy is now configured to automatically
discover new tools and to execute them on the cluster infrastructure by default (rather
than locally).
The aforementioned automation broke the execution of some native Galaxy tools, due to
the unavailability of the Galaxy runtime libraries to the cluster hosts. This issue was fixed
by declaring these tools to be executed locally on the Galaxy server.
In order to facilitate uploading and downloading of large datasets to and from the system,
some special tools are added on every workflow by the workflow service. As an
optimization, these tools are configured to be executed on the Galaxy host rather than
the cluster.
The corpora consumed by the workflows are placed in the “database” directory, which
shared through NFS across the cluster workers. There are two methods for placing corpora
into this directory: (a) the “OMTD Importer” tool and (b) directly through secure transfer
protocols. Both methods are implemented and supported, as they both ensure security
and flexibility (the workflow service remains independent of the infrastructure).
The “OMTD Importer” tool is provided by the platform as a means of default way to
upload these files by running a special tool called “OMTD Importer”, which is provided by
the platform and is set for execution by Galaxy. For optimization purposes, the tool is
configured to be executed on the same host as the NFS server. Apart from this, it is no
different than any other tool.
The secure transfer protocol method is implemented by deploying an SSH service on the
NFS host, so that corpora can be placed there with scp or sftp commands and is used when
the input is a collection rather than a single body of corpora. The items in the collection
are uploaded by the workflow service, and a “Galaxy Collection Reader” (a tool for
composing collection from existing files) is scheduled for execution.
2.3

Workflow editor

A separate host with a Galaxy instance has been deployed to serve the workflow editor.
This instance, striped from all execution functionality, is separated from the “executor”
Galaxy instance for performance and security reasons i.e., the extra computational power
and security risks related to “edit” operations will not affect the performance and security
state of workflow executions. A “tools” directory is shared between the two Galaxy
instances through NFS, in order to ensure that both instances use and modify the same
TDM tools.
2.4

Accounting

One of the core assumptions during the system design was to separate the user
management from the job execution. In other words, the workflow execution
infrastructure must not be aware of the users that own, modify or run these workflows or
TDM tools. Therefore, accounting cannot be a part of the workflow infrastructure. On the
other hand, an accounting system can only run if it can access the resource consumption
data grouped by user or by job and the resource consumption information can only be
collected at the infrastructure level.
In the past, we setup up Prometheus1 (statistics aggregator) to gather and aggregate
resource consumption collected at worker level by cadvisor2 and posted to the central
service by “prometheus-node-exporter”. This system could provide precious aggregate
resource consumption data, but the correlation between resource consumption and users
was missing. In the current deployment, we have devised a method to relate resource
consumption to Galaxy task IDs. When Galaxy spawns a new TDM tool for execution, a
task ID is assigned to them. This ID is accessible by the workflow service. An accounting
service can, therefore, relate task IDs to users. The missing piece, relating resource
consumption to task IDs, was provided by an update to the “chronos runner” driver for
Galaxy.
The Galaxy “chronos runner” has been developed and maintained by GRNET in order to
allow Galaxy to spawn jobs for execution on a Chronos scheduler. The driver is now
updated so that some essential metadata (task ID and Workflow ID) persist during the
execution of the docker container metadata. This modification makes the task and
workflow IDs discoverable by Prometheus, which can now aggregate resource
consumption by task ID.

1 https://prometheus.io/
2 https://github.com/google/cadvisor

3. Operations and Resource Provisioning
3.1

Overall Resource Utilization

Two ~okeanos projects3 have been created by GRNET. The first project registered with the
name openminted.grnet.gr is dedicated to hosting the OpenMinTeD platform and all the
end-user services that are being developed in the context of the project. A second project
named aai.openminted.grnet.gr allocates resources dedicated for the AAI services of
OpenMinTeD.
3.1.1 OpenMinTeD project at ~okeanos legacy service
The openminted.grnet.gr ~okeanos project provides cloud resources for generic usage in
the project. So far, the main resource consumption has been triggered from development
and integration tests related to Galaxy and the revolving service ecosystem (job scheduler,
multiple test Galaxy installations, test Registry installations etc). At the end of M30 a
snapshot of resource consumption was as follows:

Figure 2 - OpenMinTeD project resource utilization

As one notices, resource utilization has remained relatively low since the infrastructure is
primarily used for test and development purposes. After the induction of Knossos DC, no
production services will be deployed on ~okeanos legacy which will continue to operate
as the testbed pool of resources for the project.
3.1.2 OpenMinTeD project at ~okeanos-knossos
The OpenMinTeD project at ~okeanos-knossos is dedicated to hosting the production
services of the OpenMinTeD platform. The current deployment essentially reflects the
implementation requirements of the platform architecture as it has been defined in the
context of D8.2 and D6.8. The following table summarizes the virtual machines
instantiated and their roles within the deployment.

3 https://accounts.okeanos.grnet.gr/ui/projects/how_it_works

3.1.2.1 Production Environment
VM Role
#

CPU
cores

RAM
(GB)

HD
(GB)

Public
IPv4

Private OS
IP

1

Galaxy & NFS

8

16

730

1

0

Ubuntu Server

2

Mesos/Chronos

8

8

30

1

1

Ubuntu Server

3

Worker 1

8

16

30

0

1

Debian 8

4

Worker 2

8

16

30

0

1

Debian 8

5

Worker 3

8

16

30

0

1

Debian 8

6

Worker 4

8

16

30

0

1

Debian 8

7

Worker 5

8

16

30

0

1

Debian 8

8

Docker Monitoring
4
(Prometheus & Grafana)

8

30

1

1

9

Docker registry

4

8

210

1

1

Debian 8

10

Galaxy Editor

8

16

30

1

0

Ubuntu Server

11

Jumbstart host

2

2

30

1

0

Ubuntu Server

12

Workflow Service

8

16

30

1

0

Ubuntu Server

13

Testing Host

8

16

30

1

0

Ubuntu Server

Total

82
cores

170 GB 1,2 TB 7

6

Table 1: Detailed list of ~okeanos-knossos production VMs

Ubuntu Server

3.1.2.2 Testing Environment
VM Role
#

CPU
cores

RAM
(GB)

HD
(GB)

Public
IPv4

Private OS
IP

1

Galaxy & NFS

8

8

260

1

0

Ubuntu Server

2

Mesos/Chronos

8

8

40

1

1

Ubuntu Server

3

Worker 1

8

8

20

0

1

Debian 8

4

Worker 2

8

8

20

0

1

Debian 8

5

Worker 3

8

8

20

0

1

Debian 8

6

Docker Monitoring
(Prometheus)

8

8

60

1

1

7

Docker registry

8

8

260

1

1

Debian 8

8

Jumpstart host

2

1

20

1

0

Ubuntu Server

Total

58 cores 57 GB

700 GB 5

6

Ubuntu Server

Table 2: Detailed list of testing VMs
Figure 3 reflects the current resource utilization of the project in ~okeanos-knossos. For
the time being a smaller fraction comparing to ~okeanos legacy resources have been
allocated and for some resources they have already reached their limits. Due to this
reason, additional resources will be allocated in the coming period in order to cover the
demand that will be placed from the expected platform utilization from the open calls.

Figure 3 – Project resource consumption on the ~okeanos-knossos cloud

3.1.3 OpenMinTeD AAI project
The aai.openminted.grnet.gr ~okeanos project hosts the resources required for the
OpenMinTeD AAI federation IdP Proxy service. The project currently operates at full
capacity having allocated all resources allocated for this purpose. In particular, as of the
writing of this report the resource consumption was as follows:

Figure 4 - Resource allocation for the aai.openminted.grnet.gr project

3.2

Virtual Machine profiles

The following table summarizes the resources utilized by OpenMinTeD projects as of the
writing of this report. We’ve taken into account stable services running either on
production basis or permanent pre-production services currently used for
experimentation and development.
VM #

Role

CPU
cores

Main Memory
(MB)

Volume
Storage (GB)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Nginx proxy server
Nexus Repository
Build server (Jenkins)
WebAnno server
WP9 Demonstrator 1
WP9 Demonstrator 2
TDM linguistic pipeline
Virtuoso triple store
Galaxy development (INRA)
Galaxy development (GRNET)

4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
2
2

8192
8192
8192
4096
8192
8192
8192
8192
6144
4096

40
40
40
20
60
60
60
60
40
20

OMTD Jumbhost

2

1024

20

12

OMTD NFS

8

8192

60

13

OMTD Galaxy

8

8192

60

14

OMTD Mesos

8

8192

40

15

OMTD Chronos

4

4096

40

16

HTTP Load balancer (nginx)

17

HTTP Load balancer
(nginx/standby)
SAML (SimpleSAMLphp)
Account Registry (COmanage)
SAML (SimpleSAMLphp)
Account Registry (COmanage)

18
19

4

2048

5

4

2048

5

4

4096

10

4

4096

10

20

Cache (memcached)

1

1024

5

21

Cache (memcached)

1

1024

5

22

DB (postgresql/master)

2

2048

20

23

DB (postgresql/hot standby)

2

2048

20

24

OIDC (MITREid Connect)

4

4096

10

25

OIDC (MITREid Connect)

4

4096

10

26

Backup (barman)

2

2048

60

27

Development

4

8192

60

28

Development

4

8192

40

29

Registry Production

4

8192

60

30

Ontology server

2

4096

40

128 (CPU
cores)

158,720 (MB)

1020 (GB)

Total Resources consumed on
by OpenMinTeD

Table 3: VM profiles throughout ~okeanos projects
As can be seen a total of 30 VMs are operating constantly consuming a total of 128 of CPU
cores, 158GB of main memory and 1 TB of persistent storage.
3.3

Service downtimes

No unplanned downtime was experienced this period.
3.4

Other incidents

Synnefo update: on Dec 11, 2017, Synnefo4, the underlying cloud software that powers
~okeanos-knossos, was updated to v0.20. Due to this, the ~okeanos-knossos service was
disrupted on that day between 8:00 and 10:00 EET. Any running virtual machines were
temporarily shut down during maintenance and automatically restarted afterwards. After

4 https://www.synnefo.org

the VMs were restarted, everything proceeded normally across all the OpenMinTeD
services.

4. Conclusions and planned work
During months M25-M30 the primary work of WP8 concentrated on the expansion and
improvement of the OpenMinTeD workload backend functionality. Another major focus
was the induction of the new, state-of-the-art, Data Centre in Knossos that significantly
boosted the performance of the OMTD VMs. WP8 has also configured the Accounting
software to monitor resource consumption by Docker containers.
In the final months of the project, we will continue working on the stabilization of the
OpenMinTeD workload backend functionality and maintenance of all the testing and
execution environments across the two data centres. As the OpenMinTeD platform is
expected to attract new users from the Open Calls, it will subsequently host new datasets
and TDM tools, effectively increasing the load and utilization of the services.
WP8 will also work closely with WP6 in the context of the Monitoring and Accounting task.
The requirement on the cloud infrastructure is to facilitate monitoring of resource
consumption by Docker containers running as part of Galaxy workflows. As workflows are
submitted from the OpenMinTeD portal the infrastructure should allow third party
software to probe for and retrieve detailed accounting information regarding resource
usage both by each individual job as well as aggregated for each end-user.
Finally, on the core cloud operations aspect of WP8, no major issues have been noted and
the provisioning of cloud resources will continue to timely and efficiently satisfy the
requirements of the project technical activities. As with the integration activities, this task
is also expected to intensify as OpenMinTeD operates on production status and the
platform is opening to end users outside of the project consortium. This will further
increase the requirement for cloud resources (VMs and storage) as actual workloads will
start running on the VMs and corpora will be transferred on the storage services. The WP8
team will continue to actively support this effort making sure that it will be carried
unobstructed.
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